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Chapter 631 
Regnar was very excited to learn that Tianqi was in Wrestvel. 
 
He has long heard that Tianqi’s medical skills are superb, since he can cure even the impossible disease 
of high paraplegia, the strange disease of that second son, Wu Qi, must be no problem for him! 
 
Thinking of this, he was in a good mood and said to Roger next to him: “Tomorrow morning, prepare a 
generous gift. Let’s go to the Clinic to see Tianqi.” 
 
Roger nodded and said, “Okay Dad, I will prepare.” 
 
“Yeah.” Regnar said with a rare smile on his face, and said with a relaxed face: “It is best to solve all the 
problems at once, cure your brother, find the culprit who hurt your brother, and then find Warnia’s 
Sweetheart, I hope your brother can return to normal and participate in your wedding with Warnia as a 
normal person.” 
 
Roger hurriedly said: “Dad, don’t worry, all your expectations will come true. When I get my wedding, let 
my brother be my best man!” 
 
Regnar nodded with great relief, and sighed: “It really is the son of Regnar!” 
 
Roger had a pious smile on his face, but he was a little upset in his heart. 
 
When his brother was fine, he didn’t think much about fighting for inheritance with his brother in the 
future. After all, his brother hadn’t graduated from college, and he hadn’t started contacting those 
businesses in the family. 
 
But now that something happened to his brother, he suddenly realized that it was a great thing for him. 
 
Therefore, he does not want his brother to return to normal. 
 
But father, he couldn’t disobey him, so he could only hope that Tianqi would not be able to cure his 
brother’s strange disease. 
 
At this time, several other people at the dinner table were constantly complimenting Regnar, and even 
took the initiative to stand up and humbly toast him. 
 
Orvel, Solmon Wang, and Qin Gang all could see that the Wu family and his son wanted to find Mr. Ye. 
Once they realized that Warnia’s sweetheart was Mr. Ye, they would soon take action on Mr. Ye. 
 
Moreover, Orvel has been in the rivers and lakes for a long time, fighting and killing for decades. He has 
more eyes than ordinary people, and his sense of smell is much sharper than ordinary people. 
 
Therefore, he carefully figured out the whole thing, and suddenly felt that the person who made Wu Qi 
have to eat sh!t every hour was Mr. Ye. 



 
After all, this kind of unheard of mysterious things, apart from Mr. Ye, Orvel really couldn’t think of 
anyone in Wrestvel who could do it. 
 
However, the only question that bothered him was why Mr. Ye had enmity with Wu Qi? 
 
That kid Wu Qi is only in his early twenties this year, a few years younger than Mr. Ye. 
 
Moreover, he is not a member of society, but a student of Wrestvel University of Finance and 
Economics. He doesn’t get along with Marven at all, so the two shouldn’t have the chance to get 
enemies… 
 
Suddenly, Orvel thought of a clue. 
 
He remembered that Aoxue, Qin Gang’s daughter, seemed to be studying at Wrestvel College of Finance 
and Economics! 
 
Originally, he felt that there was no necessary connection between Mr. Ye and Wu Qi, but now, he 
found a possible connection between Mr. Ye and Wu Qi. 
 
The bond of this connection is Aoxue. 
 
Could it be because of Aoxue that Mr. Ye and Wu Qi had an intersection or even a contradiction? 
 
Because, if there were no contradictions, Mr. Ye could not deliberately turn Wu Qi into an unheard-of 
sh!t swallowing beast. 
 
In his impression, Mr. Ye is extremely low-key, and he never reveals anything! 
 
Generally, if others don’t have eyesight and provoked Mr. Ye’s head, Mr. Ye will take action. 
 
Therefore, if his own conjecture just now holds true, then Mr. Ye must have contradicted Wu Qi through 
Aoxue. 
 
Chapter 632 
Thinking of this, Mr. Orvel suddenly felt a little worried. 
 
He could see that Regnar hated those who hurt Wu Qi deeply, and he was extremely angry with the man 
Warnia liked. 
 
If these two things point to two people, both of them will undoubtedly die. At least in Regnar’s eyes, 
they are both targets that must be killed. 
 
If these two things point to the same person, then the Wu family is afraid that they will do everything 
they can to kill this person. 
 
Therefore, he couldn’t help worrying about Mr. Ye. 
 



Although he knew that Mr. Ye was very strong, he was still a little worried in the face of a big family like 
the Wu family. 
 
After the dinner, everyone sent Regnar and Roger to the downstairs of Classic Mansion. The dogs 
including Liu Guang had to accompany Regnar and Roger to the parking lot. 
 
Orvel, Solmon Wang, and Qin Gang did not go with them, but after saying goodbye, they looked at each 
other and returned to Classic Mansion. 
 
Back in Orvel’s office, Qin Gang said with some worry: “Two, the Wu family seems to be trying to find 
Mr. Ye, and it’s not good for Mr. Ye. What should we do?” 
 
Solmon Wang sighed and said, “Ms. Warnia’s thoughts on Mr. Ye are obvious to all, but only those of us 
know about it, and outsiders don’t.” 
 
Orvel waved his hand and said: “If the Wu family really bothers to inquire, this kind of thing will not be 
able to hide it. Not only do we know this, but the people of the Song family also know. I have seen the 
details of Miss Warnia getting along with Mr. Ye. People will know sooner or later.” 
 
Orvel said with a stern face: “I am not only worried about this.” 
 
After speaking, Orvel asked Qin Gang: “Ms. Qin, Miss Aoxue, is studying at Wrestvel College of Finance 
and Economics?” 
 
“Yes.” Qin Gang said with a smile: “Wrestvel College of Finance and Economics is one of the best 
financial universities in China. Among them, the business management major is particularly powerful. I 
want her to study business management experience here so that she can help me better.” 
 
Orvel nodded and said, “Then you should know that the second son of the Wu family, Wu Qi, is also 
attending Wrestvel School of Finance and Economics?” 
 
“I know.” Qin Gang nodded and asked, “What’s wrong?” 
 
Orvel said: “I now suspect that Wu Qi has become like this, thanks to Mr. Ye!” 
 
“What?!” Qin Gang and Solmon Wang both looked shocked. 
 
Qin Gang asked, “Why do you say that?” 
 
Orvel said: “I think the greatest possibility is because of Miss Aoxue. If you want to confirm, Mr. Qing can 
call Ms. Aoxue and ask if she knows about Wu Qi.” 
 
Qin Gang’s expression gradually became serious. 
 
He thought for a moment, nodded and said: “I will call Aoxue now.” 
 
After speaking, he took out his mobile phone and called Aoxue immediately. 
 



Aoxue was practicing fighting in villa at this time. 
 
In the Qin’s villa, there is a huge room, which is specially reserved for Aoxue as a gym and exercise room. 
 
Aoxue has been obsessed with fighting Sanda since she was a child, and she must practice at home as 
long as she has time. 
 
Since getting to know Marven, Aoxue practiced harder and harder. 
 
In her mind, she felt that Mr. Ye has such a strong strength, he would definitely not like a weak woman. 
 
Therefore, she must work hard to improve her own strength, even if it is impossible to catch up with Mr. 
Ye, she can’t make him look down upon herself! 
 
Chapter 633 
Aoxue sweated like rain, panting for breath. 
 
Having completed several sets of actions she planned, she stopped and carefully observed herself in the 
mirror in front of the huge floor mirror. 
 
One can say that Aoxue’s figure is very good. 
 
Due to regular exercises, her figure is somewhat muscular, with better and more perfect lines than 
ordinary girls. 
 
At this time, she wore a crisp ponytail, a tight-fitting vest for practicing exercises, and a pair of hot pants 
that hugged her waist, hips, and legs. She looked really hot! 
 
And when she admired her figure, what came to her mind was Marven. 
 
She felt ashamed when she thought of Marven, and her pretty face flushed suddenly. 
 
Dad has always asked her to find ways to get closer to Mr. Ye, but Mr. Ye usually sees the dragon 
without seeing the end, and even if she wants to find him, there is no suitable reason. 
 
Last time she asked him for help to save her girlfriends, she did not expect that Mr. Ye not only helped 
her girlfriend relieve the other’s psychological hints and thought control but also turned Wu Qi into the 
laughing stock of the whole country. This method simply made Aoxue worship him more. 
 
She has always liked men with strong strength, and the kind of man who can completely conquer her 
body and mind, let herself love him, believe in him, obey him, and even listen to him. Marven is the best 
candidate! 
 
Just when she missed Marven so much, her mobile phone rang on the ground. 
 
The phone’s ringtone disrupted her thoughts. She looked down and found that it was her father who 
was calling and hurriedly picked up the connection. 
 



“dad!” 
 
Qin Gang hummed, and said solemnly: “Aoxue, dad has something to ask you, you must answer 
truthfully!” 
 
Aoxue didn’t know why her father was so serious, so she hurriedly said: “Dad, ask, I will answer your 
questions truthfully.” 
 
Qin Gang asked, “You tell me the truth, did you ask Mr. Ye to deal with Wu Qi’s affairs?!” 
 
“Ah?!” Aoxue said flusteredly: “Dad, how did you know? Mr. Ye told you?” 
 
Qin Gang was shocked! 
 
It really is him! 
 
This girl movie! 
 
Why let Mr. Ye help her deal with the second son of the Wu family? 
 
Isn’t this causing trouble for Mr. Ye? ! 
 
Thinking of this, he blurted out and said: “b*stard! I asked you to go to the School of Finance and 
Economics to get educations, not to make trouble for Mr. Ye! Don’t you know what Wu Qi’s background 
is? Let Mr. Ye deal with it. Why did you do that?!” 
 
Aoxue said aggrieved: “I don’t know… I only know that Wu Qi’s family is quite rich. I really don’t know 
the details…” 
 
After speaking, Aoxue said again: “Besides, I really didn’t find Mr. Ye to deal with Wu Qi. It’s just that Wu 
Qi used online tricks to control my good girlfriends, causing my girlfriend to commit suicide several 
times. , I had no choice but to go to Mr. Ye for help…” 
 
“Moreover, I intended to ask Mr. Ye to help save my girlfriends. I didn’t expect Mr. Ye to be very 
dissatisfied with Wu Qi, so he taught him a lesson, saying that he can’t let him harm others!” 
 
Chapter 634 
“Hey!” Qin Gang sighed long, and said, “You have harmed Mr. Ye! Now the Wu family has found it! They 
are summoning all of Wrestvel’s clever families, and are inquiring about Mr. Ye!” 
 
“Huh?” Aoxue panicked and blurted out: “Dad, shouldn’t the Wu family be troubled with Mr. Ye?” 
 
Qin Gang said, “The Wu family wants Mr. Ye’s life!” 
 
Aoxue cried anxiously all of a sudden, and said hurriedly, “Dad, this incident was caused by me. Can you 
tell the Wu family and just say that Wu Qi is my victim? I don’t want to involve Mr. Ye because of me… 
..” 
 



“Are you stupid?” Qin Gang sighed, “Which is such a reasonable person in the Wu family? Since Wu Qi 
went crazy through the hands of Mr. Ye, then the Wu family would definitely not let Mr. Ye go, if they 
knew it was you who found Mr. Ye, then they will only want to get rid of you and Mr. Ye!” 
 
“What should I do then?” Aoxue cried and said, “Dad, I really didn’t mean to cause trouble to Mr. Ye. 
Mr. Ye is not in danger, right?” 
 
Qin Gang said: “The Wu family hasn’t found out that it is Mr. Ye yet, but you have to make it clear to me, 
who knows about this?” 
 
Aoxue said, “Only I and Mr. Ye know.” 
 
“Only you two?” Qin Gang asked puzzledly: “Where is your girlfriend? Doesn’t she know?” 
 
Aoxue said: “It’s very strange that she didn’t remember Mr. Ye at all. When she recalled this incident, 
she didn’t remember the existence of Mr. Ye at all. She just remembered that she suddenly seemed to 
have an epiphany. She must live well and serve the society and contribute to it.” 
 
Qin Gang couldn’t help sighing: “Mr. Ye’s methods are really superb! Not only Wu Qi can’t remember 
him afterwards, but girlfriend can’t remember him as well.” 
 
Speaking of this, Qin Gang said again: “This way, I feel relieved, but you must remember not to talk 
about this to other people, do you understand?” 
 
Aoxue hurriedly said, “Dad, I understand!” 
 
“Yeah.” Qin Gang exhorted, “In order to prevent trouble to Mr. Ye, you have taken it with you in school 
during this period of time. Don’t contact Mr. Ye to avoid being discovered about this relationship. Do 
you understand? “ 
 
Aoxue felt a little disappointed and sad when she heard her father say not to let her contact Mr. Ye. 
 
But then she thought about it. This is also to prevent causing trouble for Mr. Ye, so she agreed and said: 
“Dad, I know, don’t worry, I will be obedient.” 
 
“Yeah.” Qin Gang relieved his heart and said, “Okay, let’s do this first, Dad is still okay.” 
 
After speaking, he hung up the phone. 
 
As soon as the phone hung up, Solmon Wang hurriedly asked, “Old Qin, Wu Qi, is it really the work of 
Mr. Ye?” 
 
Qin Gang nodded with a serious expression, then looked at Orvel, and said seriously: “Mr. Orvel, really 
you analyze it right!” 
 
Orvel said, “Two, do we want to talk to Mr. Ye? Let him be prepared and also be prepared?” 
 



“Of course!” Qin Gang hurriedly said, “Not only must we clarify these things, we also have to show our 
attitude, otherwise, if Mr. Ye knows that we are eating with Regnar, but it will also be even more 
troublesome if we misunderstand that we are standing in line with Regnar…” 
 
As he said, Qin Gang sighed and said, “If I knew that the Wu family and his son wanted to deal with Mr. 
Ye and beat him to death, so I won’t come to this dinner!” 
 
“Yeah!” Orvel cursed, “I also think that the Wu family is also the first family in the south of the Yangtze 
River. Since I am hosting a banquet in my mansion, I must be considerate, but I never expected that this 
pair of dogs and sons wanted to deal with Mr. Ye. If I knew this earlier. I would rather offend the Wu 
family than let him host a banquet in my Classic Mansion, especially the diamond box that Mr. Ye sat 
in…” 
 
Solmon Wang blurted out: “The three of us have had the chance of Mr. Ye. The magic medicine that Mr. 
Ye gave me is still stored next to my body. Therefore, the three of us must be dedicated to Mr. Ye’s. The 
top priority now is to follow Ye. Orvel explained clearly, we must let Mr. Ye know our attitude!” 
 
Qin Gang nodded and said, “Well, then, I will call Mr. Ye!” 
 
Chapter 635 
Marven had just eaten dinner at this time and was in the kitchen packing the dishes. When Qin Gang 
called him, he pressed the answer and asked, “Ms. Qin?” 
 
Qin Gang hurriedly replied: “Mr. Ye, there is something, I have discussed with President Wang and Mr. 
Orvel, and I think I want to report it to you.” 
 
Marven smiled indifferently, and said: “If you have anything, just say it directly, don’t be so polite with 
me.” 
 
Qin Gang hurriedly said: “Okay, Mr. Ye, then I’ll just say it straight. Today, Regnar from the Wu family in 
Suzhou hosted a banquet for some local family leaders, including me, Solmon Wang, and Mr. Orvel. He 
ordered Some things about us, we feel that these things are a little bit wrong, so we decided to report to 
you.” 
 
Hearing that it was a treat by the Wu family, Marven asked, “Why did the Wu family look for you?” 
 
Qin Gang explained: “Wu Qi of the Wu family had something wrong some time ago. The Wu family is 
looking for clues everywhere, trying to dig out the black hand behind the scenes. I called Aoxue just 
now, and she confessed to me. Now the Wu family is thinking to find you…” 
 
Marven smiled indifferently and said: “Wu Qi’s things are indeed what I did. The main reason is that I 
couldn’t tolerate that kid’s behavior. It’s okay to fall in love with girls, but it’s unforgivable to play with 
others deliberately and even hurt others. So I taught him a little lesson, at least so that he can no longer 
hurt others in the future.” 
 
Qin Gang’s expression instantly shrank. 
 
Not surprised at what Marven did, but surprised at Marven’s confession and directness. 



 
It seems that in Marven’s eyes, turning the second son of the Wu family into a feces swallowing beast is 
no different from pinching an ant, and there is no need to worry about the consequences. 
 
He couldn’t help wondering, how confident is Mr. Ye? Even when facing the Wu family, he didn’t care at 
all? ! 
 
In Wrestvel, anyone who mentions the Wu family must be a little bit in awe, but Mr. Ye doesn’t pay 
attention to the Wu family at all. 
 
Qin Gang came back to his senses and quickly said, “Mr. Ye, don’t worry, all of us will be tight-lipped for 
you. If the Wu family really finds out that it is you and the trouble to find you, we will not agree!” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “You don’t need to be so nervous. If they want to get revenge, just let them 
come. When will they be afraid of Marven?” 
 
Marven said with a smile: “By the way, you can actually tell them directly that this is what I did. If he is 
unconvinced, let him come to me directly.” 
 
Qin Gang quickly said: “Mr. Ye, I know you definitely don’t take Wu family in your eyes, but Wu family’s 
status and strength in Wrestvel are still very powerful. If you really become enemies with them, it will be 
very troublesome in the future.” 
 
After speaking, Qin Gang said again: “Mr. Ye, I still recommend you to keep a low profile in this matter. 
Don’t let the Wu family find out. Otherwise, you will inevitably have trouble in the future.” 
 
Marven smiled and said, “Ms. Qin, you are interesting, but you don’t need to care too much about this. 
When the time comes, soldiers will come to cover the water and earth, let it go.” 
 
“Okay.” Qin Gang hurriedly said again: “By the way, Mr. Ye, the Wu family had a treat today, there is 
actually one more thing.” 
 
Marven asked, “What’s the matter?” 
 
Qin Gang said: “The Wu family seems to want to marry Roger, the young son of Regnar, to Ms. Warnia, 
but according to Regnar, Miss Song has publicly stated to him that she already has someone she likes, so 
the Wu family still wants us to find that person too……” 
 
With that, Qin Gang asked tentatively: “Mr. Ye, Miss Song likes that person, isn’t it you?” 
 
Marven paused slightly and said, “Don’t talk nonsense about this kind of thing. I’m a married man. If this 
kind of thing is talked about nonsense and spread out, it will have a great impact on the reputation of 
other girls.” 
 
Qin Gang hurriedly said, “Mr. Ye forgive me, I will never say anything like this in the future!” 
 
“Yeah.” Marven said lightly: “Okay, you three don’t have to worry about me, do whatever you should 
do, don’t take it too seriously, it’s just a Wu family, but I can’t help it.” 



Chapter 636 
In fact, Marven knew very well in his heart that Warnia must have some good feelings about him. 
 
It’s just that he didn’t know how to deal with this kind of affection, so he just pretended to be dumb and 
froze, and talked about the other things later. 
 
…… 
 
The next day, Regnar got up early. 
 
Because he was worried about looking for Tianqi to treat his second son Wu Qi, he didn’t sleep well all 
night. 
 
Wu Qi’s current situation is relatively pessimistic, the problem of eating sh!t has not been alleviated, and 
his own emotions have gradually collapsed. 
 
In other words, for such a long time, eating sh!t more than 20 times a day, he will collapse one day for 
sure. 
 
What’s more, Wu Qi himself had grown up spoiled, and this kind of thing was even more terrifying to 
him than death. 
 
Therefore, Regnar hopes that he can be cured as soon as possible, so that he can return to normal, and 
at the same time, to kill the person who harmed him, not only for revenge, but also for the permanent 
trouble solving! 
 
Because of this belief, Regnar didn’t even care about having breakfast at the Song’s house, so he greeted 
his son Roger when he went to bed, took a few Wu’s bodyguards, and went directly to Clinic. 
 
In the car, Regnar was full of excitement and expectation, but Roger felt a little bored. 
 
He even hopes that his brother Wu Qi will always be like this and save himself a lot of trouble. 
 
So he asked tentatively: “Dad, do you think that the doctor can really cure the younger brother?” 
 
“I believe there is no problem.” Regnar said indifferently: “If High paraplegia can be cured. I believe this 
problem with your brother is not a problem.” 
 
Roger nodded, feeling a little upset. 
 
When the convoy arrived outside Clinic, the bodyguard opened the door for Regnar and his son. 
 
As soon as Regnar got out of the car, he saw the entrance of the Clinic, a long line had already been 
queued. 
 
He couldn’t help sighing: “It seems that this genius doctor is really well-deserved.” 
 



An assistant came up and said respectfully: “Mr. Orvel, Tianqi only sees ten patients every day, and it is 
not in the order of the line, but according to the severity of the disease. It is said that some are ranked 
first. Tianqi feels that there is no problem. If you don’t need to do it yourself, you won’t be shown. 
Instead, it’s recommended to go to other hospitals.” 
 
“Yeah.” Regnar glanced at the long line again. Seeing that there are three teachers and nine ranks, he 
waved his hand in disgust and said to the bodyguard: “Take some cash from the trunk and give these 
people in line one thousand each. Make them go away.” 
 
 
The bodyguard nodded, immediately took some advanced from the trunk, came to the front of the 
team, and said loudly: “the Clinic is closed today. Those of you who are in line, one person comes to me 
to collect one thousand, and then you can leave. Come back another day!” 
 
The crowd was suddenly dissatisfied, and someone shouted: “Why? Following the rules set by the 
genius, anyone has to queue for treatment!” 
 
The leader of the bodyguard snorted coldly, and cursed: “I gave you thousands for nothing, are you still 
f*cking here?” 
 
The man blurted out: “One thousand? My mother is seriously ill, and I took her all the way to ask the 
genius doctor for help. Do you count this thousand as a bullsh*t? How about I give you a thousand and 
you go away Is it OK?” 
 
“Grass mud horse, don’t give me your face!” The head of the bodyguard glared at him, and snorted 
coldly to the men next to him: “Beat that b@stard for me!” 
 
Chapter 637 
With an order, a few bodyguards from a family background rushed up and grabbed the man with a 
punch and kick. 
 
There was a Lady in her seventies next to the man. Seeing that they were beating her son, she cried and 
cried: “I beg you to stop beating him, can’t we leave?” 
 
The head of the bodyguard scolded, “What the h*ll did you do? You don’t know how to praise!” 
 
After finishing speaking, he kicked the middle-aged man aside, took out another thousand, threw it on 
the man’s face, and cursed: “Get out of here!” 
 
The Lady cried and pulled her son up with great effort. The people around were very angry when they 
saw this scene. But seeing the other party in such a battle and driving so many luxury cars, they knew 
that the other party was not easy to provoke. Lord, so they can only swallow. 
 
Several bodyguards walked over with money, and when they met, they gave one thousand, plus two 
words: “Get out!” 
 
Some people took the money and ran away. Some people were a little bit stubborn and unwilling to ask 
for their money, but because they couldn’t provoke them, they had to swallow their anger and leave. 



 
At this time, a fellow of the people in the Clinic heard the noise outside and stepped out. Upon seeing 
this scene, he immediately asked: “What are you doing? Why are you beating?” 
 
“Hit someone?” The head of the bodyguard frowned, and said: “We belong to the Wu family of Suzhou, 
Hangzhou, and we should teach you something that is not long-sighted.” 
 
After that, he looked around at the crowd again, and cursed: “Don’t you hurry up? Is it itchy? Here 
today, if you don’t treat other people, you’re welcome to take care of me!” 
 
The guy asked indignantly: “You are too much, right? Do you know our Clinic rules? You have to queue 
for medical treatment!” 
 
Roger said coldly: “The rules for administering geniuses are made for these poor people, but not for our 
Wu family. In Wrestvel, what our Wu family says is the rules! Today these people must get out because 
they are not worthy to appear with the Wu family in the same place!” 
 
“You…” The guy was furious and blurted out: “Why don’t you make sense at all? You are too 
domineering!” 
 
Roger said coldly at this time: “Boy, dare to talk to the Wu family like this, you are you not afraid, or you 
are tired of living!” 
 
The guy said neither humble nor overbearing: “the Clinic is a place where gods can heal people and save 
people. Everyone here must abide by the rules set by god doctors!” 
 
“Tianqi?” Roger snorted, and said, “In front of the Wu family, the genius Shi must obey the rules of my 
Wu family. If you don’t believe it, let the genius Shi come out by himself!” 
 
In fact, Roger deliberately wanted to be arrogant and domineering, and it was best to make Tianqi resist 
the Wu family. In this case, Tianqi might refuse to treat his younger brother, or deliberately hide. 
 
In short, what he wanted to do was to prevent his brother from being cured as much as possible. 
 
Regnar hadn’t spoken before, and when the bodyguard came out to drive people, he didn’t speak either, 
because he felt that this was the Wu family’s usual style of doing things. 
 
When the Wu family goes out, they never allow ordinary people to be like them, let alone ordinary 
people with them. 
 
Even if the Wu family goes out to visit a store, the bodyguard will definitely clear all the guests out of the 
store, allowing the Wu family to stroll around freely. 
 
They have long been accustomed to enjoying this detached treatment, so even if they come to Tianqi to 
see a doctor, they don’t want to be with these ordinary people. 
 
However, Roger’s attitude at this time, in Regnar’s view, was a bit too rash. 
 



He felt that Roger could target these ordinary people, but he should not target Tianqi. 
 
Chapter 638 
After all, Tianqi is no ordinary person. 
 
This kind of genius doctor is very famous throughout the country, and he knows a lot of big people. I 
don’t know how many big people ask him for diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, if you want to ask him 
to treat the younger son, you must be respectful. 
 
However, he didn’t realize that this was Roger’s intentional act. He only felt that he might have become 
domineering and confiscated his temper for a while. 
 
So he opened his mouth and said: “Roger, we are here to find a genius doctor to treat your brother, so 
we must not be rude!” 
 
Roger said hurriedly: “I know Dad, I didn’t control my temper just now, please fogive me.” 
 
Regnar waved his hand and said to the fellow at the Clinic: “Brother, please tell the genius doctor Tianqi, 
just say that Regnar from the Wu family has come to visit and wants to see him.” 
 
Although the young man was very dissatisfied with this group of people, he was glared at by the other’s 
bodyguard leader and did not dare to say anything, so he ran back to inform Tianqi. 
 
Tianqi quickly walked out with a cold face. 
 
He glanced at Regnar and Roger in front of the door, then frowned and asked, “Two, you guys will drive 
all my patients away without my consent. You are too unreasonable, right?” 
 
Regnar smiled slightly, and said, “Mr. Shi, I am Regnar from the Wu family, you must have heard of me.” 
 
Tianqi said with a cold face: “It is said that the Wu family is the first family in the south of the Yangtze 
River. Only today I discovered that the Wu family really is so powerful!” 
 
Regnar smiled and said, “Don’t be angry genius doctor Tianqi, let’s go in and talk?” 
 
After speaking, Regnar stepped into the Clinic on his own, not treating himself as an outsider. 
 
Tianqi was angry and snorted coldly, and said, “I’m sorry, the Wu family is so prestigious that Shi can’t 
afford it, so we have nothing to talk about.” 
 
Regnar smiled slightly and said, “Why do you have to be a genius doctor for a group of poor people? You 
are a genius doctor recognized by upper-class society. Treating large families and big people is your 
greatest value. Treating these poor people cannot pay you what you deserve?” 
 
Tianqi said earnestly: “I opened up this place to help the world, not to make money. I treat the poor, not 
only don’t get a penny but sometimes give medicine and donate money. If it’s just to make money, why 
should I have to settle in Wrestvel?” 
 



Regnar was taken aback for a moment. He didn’t expect Tianqi to not make money? 
 
He doesn’t believe that someone does things not for money. 
 
The only possibility is that the money is not enough! 
 
So, he opened his mouth and said: “You have been working as a genius doctor. I have heard your name 
for a long time and know that you have no disease that can not be cured, so I came today to ask you to 
see my young son.” 
 
After that, he said again: “Let’s do it, you close the store, I will arrange a special plane to take you to 
Suzhou, and I will give you 10 million when you visit. If it is cured, I will give you another 50 million!” 
 
Tianqi waved his hand and said faintly: “Sorry, Shi only sits in Clinic for a doctor now. Except for old 
friends, anyone who wants to see Shi for a doctor must come to Clinic.” 
 
After that, Tianqi added: “In addition, when you come to Clinic to see a doctor, you must abide by my 
rules. I am disgusted with the behavior of driving away other guests like you, so I don’t welcome you 
here!” 
 
Chapter 639 
Tianqi has met many big people, and some of them have a higher status than Regnar, but those big 
people are respectful to him. 
 
It was the first time he had met someone like the Wu family, arguing in front of him. 
 
Although the Wu family was the first family in the south of the Yangtze River, Tianqi was not afraid of 
them either, so he refused very simply. 
 
Regnar frowned. He didn’t expect this Tianqi to be so ignorant of admiration. He invited him to see his 
youngest son. He also promised a huge return. He didn’t expect that he would refuse it! 
 
Annoyed, Regnar said coldly: “Mr. Shi, I hope you can speak a little better, how famous and powerful the 
Wu family is, you don’t need me to remind you?” 
 
Tianqi snorted coldly and said arrogantly: “I have lived to this age, and my tone has always been like this. 
If you don’t want to listen, you can go out.” 
 
“you……” 
 
Regnar was furious in his heart! 
 
Since arriving in Wrestvel, he felt that the people in this place were a bit strange. 
 
For some reason, there are thorns everywhere, and his Wu family’s great reputation seems to be useless 
in this little city. 
 



Yesterday’s dinner was also the case. Solmon Wang, Qin Gang, and Mr. Orvel were all polite on the 
surface, and they didn’t take their solicitation into consideration. 
 
Now, this Tianqi dare to pretend to be forced by himself? Is it true that Regnar Wu’s family in Wrestvel is 
the Raptors above the rivers? ! 
 
Roger saw his father’s eyes with anger, and immediately realized that the opportunity was coming, so he 
yelled: “Old Master, how do you talk to my dad?! Believe it or not, I smashed your hospital today. ?” 
 
Regnar stopped Roger and said to Tianqi with a smile: “Don’t be surprised by the genius doctor. My son 
is a young man. Young people have a bad temper and are easy to impulse.” 
 
After all, he suppressed the anger in his heart and said: “Mr. Shi the genius doctor, I came to you, just 
because we want you to go to Suzhou. Suzhou is not far away from Wrestvel. The special plane can be 
there in one hour, as long as you run. This time, I will give you 10 million, what do you think?” 
 
Tianqi shook his head and said lightly: “I can’t cure your son, please go back.” 
 
“You…” Roger immediately said angrily: “You old thing, you don’t even know what the disease is, so you 
can’t cure it by yourself? Are you kidding with our Wu family?” 
 
Regnar, who was on the side, looked gloomy, looked at Tianqi coldly, and asked, “doctor Tianqi, you 
seem to be targeting our Wu family?”. 
 
Tianqi gave them a cold look, and said, “You came here today and didn’t abide by my rules and drove 
away from my patients. Are you not targeting me?” 
 
Regnar said coldly: “I said, I only target the poor, they don’t deserve to be under the same roof as 
Regnar!” 
 
Tianqi sneered and said: “What a joke! All beings are equal, can you still manage other people under the 
same sky?” 
 
Regnar said: “I can’t manage things under the sky, but I can manage things under the eaves!” 
 
After he finished speaking, he said sharply: “Tianqi, I will pay you face to visit you personally, and also 
prepared a generous gift for you. If you promise me, I will give you the money, and I will give you the 
generous gift, but if you don’t Promise, that would make you an enemy of my Wu family!” 
 
Tianqi said neither humble nor overbearing: “I said, I can’t cure your son. If you have to be an enemy of 
me, then please be so. I will practice medicine for a certain life. Home, even if it’s the Orgeyon Su family, 
or even the Ye family? The Old Master is nothing more than a life, just take it away!” 
 
Chapter 640 
Regnar’s expression is very ugly. 
 
He didn’t expect Tianqi to be so rigid. 
 



He just drove away those paupers and stinky silks, he even choked with himself? 
 
With Tianqi’s attitude, Regnar really wanted to slap his old face. After all, when has he been targeted? 
 
But thinking about it carefully, he still didn’t dare to offend Tianqi. 
 
Tianqi is a national expert in traditional medicine, the top traditional medicine doctor in the country. 
Don’t know how many big people have been treated and taken care of by him. Even the big family and 
big people of Orgeyon have also benefited a lot. If he really beat him, it will not be a good thing for his 
own PR and reputation. 
 
So, he could only endure the urge to do it first, snorted, and said: “Shi the genius doctor, you are also a 
benevolent generation of famous doctors, why are you so sloppy today, even my youngest son hasn’t 
seen it, so just talk about the treatment. Not anymore?” 
 
Having said that, he said again: “You can do nothing, but I want you to say this after you meet Wu Qi! 
So, to be a genius doctor, please take the initiative and take a trip to Regnar!” 
 
Tianqi said coldly: “Regnar, what is the virtue of your little son, don’t you know? Don’t talk about you, 
even I, Old Master, have heard of his deeds. He has money and spoil young girls everywhere, and is 
particularly keen on brainwashing and controlling young girls’ thoughts so that he is happy and proud of 
making young girls self-harm or even commit suicide. For such a person, even if Tianqi died, I would not 
give the treatment!” 
 
Regnar was also furious at this time! 
 
He thought in his heart, Mr. Shi, I have tolerated you for a long time, and you still toast not to eat or 
drink fine wine, you are looking for death! 
 
Immediately, he said coldly: “Tianqi, you mean, you must go against our Wu family?” 
 
Tianqi said indifferently: “What you want to see is your freedom, but no matter what you say, I won’t 
treat your son! Please feel free to leave.” 
 
Regnar’s eyes were cold and sharp, and he said, “It seems that my Wu family is not walking around in 
Wrestvel. 
 
After all, staring at Tianqi, he questioned: “Mr. Shi, have you ever thought about the consequences of 
offending Wu family?” 
 
“Consequence? What is the consequence?” Tianqi sneered and said, “Could it be that the Wu family is 
still planning to kill Shi?” 
 
Regnar’s murderous intent was in his eyes. At this moment, he really moved to kill. 
 
But he also knew very well that Tianqi was incapable of killing. 
 



Kill him, if someone with high morals needs to ask him for medical treatment, then he will be in a big 
disaster. 
 
After a moment of silence, Regnar said with a dark face: “I won’t kill you, but if you don’t put my Wu 
family in your eyes and spread it out, my Wu family will be ashamed! So I let you know what it means to 
offend the Wrestvel First Family.” 
 
As soon as the voice fell, he immediately yelled at the bodyguard next to him: “Come here, give me his 
shop!!!” 
 
Tianqi suddenly yelled and rebuked: “Regnar, dare you!” 
 
Regnar snorted coldly and scolded angrily: “Mr. Shi, I know you know a lot of big people. If I really kill 
you, I might really have to weigh it, but if I smash your Clinic, I have What dare not?” 
 
After speaking, Regnar screamed: “I tell you, in the future, Tianqi only has to dare to open a Clinic, and if 
you open one, I will destroy one. I want to see if anyone can help you out!” 
 


